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Tracking the Elusive:
Partnering with Faculty to Build Library Collections

programs at Rice University. Between
these peaks, however, are crevasses of
negligible or nonexistent collections in
disciplines for which Rice has only
recently been attempting to build a solid
scholarly repute. Many of our faculty
working in area studies find themselves in
a crevasse; for junior faculty, fresh from
the resources of a major collection such as
the Harvard-Yenching Library or
Columbia’s East Asiatic Library, the
contrast must be especially abrupt.

Many of these scholars have
responded by donating major
commitments of time and energy to
building Fondren Library’s collections.
Even though we can more readily afford a
wider range of materials because of the
university’s increased support, our
relatively small library staff (though in
reasonable ratio to Rice’s faculty and/or
student population) lacks a sufficiently

How does a library acquire classical
texts from the Eastern traditions when
those works are rarely available through
traditional markets in the United States,
Europe, or even in the country of origin?
How does a research library with a small
staff manage the process of transcribing
and cataloging materials in specialized
languages using non-Roman character
sets? With the assistance of dedicated
faculty and a little creative thinking,
Fondren Library is managing to overcome
these challenges and build collections in
new and fascinating areas of study.

Rice University is a relative
newcomer to research and advanced study
of certain areas in the humanities and the
social sciences. Institutions such as
Harvard, Chicago, Princeton, and others
have had established, broad-based
programs in areas such as Asian Studies
for close to one hundred years. At Rice
University, however, a specific class in
Asian history, language, literature, or
politics was first offered in 1969. As the
interdisciplinary emphasis in inter-
nationalization strengthens on our
campus, new faculty and researchers now
join us expressing interests in the broad
spectrum of cultures, languages, and
publishing traditions of East, South, and
Central Asia.

Fondren Library’s collections
historically have been built in direct
response to current teaching and research
interests, with no resources “left over” to
build in areas without a resident faculty
champion. Our collection therefore
resembles a mountainous area; the peaks
are collections supporting those
disciplines that have been traditional
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wide range of subject and/or language
skills to meet all needs. So we have called
upon many of our Asian Studies faculty
for special service to the library. This has
included taking a far greater role in
identifying the literature needed,
transcribing the information needed to
permit cataloging, providing assistance in
identifying vendors or publishers of
materials, and, in numerous cases,
purchasing materials while traveling
abroad.

In fact, a persistent challenge for any
library can be acquiring the primary
publications in a field of study such as
Arabic literature or Tibetan Buddhism.
Publication channels may be less formal
than in Europe or the United States, and
commercial book vendors may find these
resources too difficult or unprofitable to
handle. On a number of occasions
Fondren Library has been able to acquire
significant additions to Asian Studies
collections through the offices of a Rice
faculty member who takes time from a

busy international research trip to
identify, purchase, and ship books back to
us in Houston. Among those who have
“shopped for us” (after advance planning
with library staff) are Paula Sanders,
Insun Yang, Nanxiu Qian, and Anne
Klein.

One of the latest acquisitions
acquired through faculty efforts is the
Ssu-k’u ch’uan-shu or Siku Quanshu
(colloquially called the “Four
Treasuries”), which was the product of a
personal visit and approximately eighteen
months of telephone and e-mail
communication between Dr. Qian and an
acquaintance in the People’s Republic of
China. This reprinted set, originally
compiled in the late eighteenth century,
contains some thirty-four hundred
classical works and documents five
thousand years of Chinese history and
culture. It has been many years since the
Ssu-k’u ch’uan-shu was last offered
through a traditional book vendor in the
United States. Fondren Library was able
to acquire our set at a reduced cost
through eliminating the commercial
vendor markup. The books arrived in
Houston in January, and Fondren staff
made multiple trips to U.S. Customs and
to the Port of Houston warehouse district
to safely retrieve the seventy-six boxes
containing our new treasure.

What is Fondren Library doing to
extend our capabilities to build these
special collections? Thanks to
extraordinary funding sources, Fondren is
prepared to (1) hire temporary staff with
specialized library and language skills,
(2) “outsource” processing work to a
commercial provider of specialized
library services, and (3) hire collection
consultants to develop bibliographic
purchase lists and establish contacts with
specialized vendors for needed materials.
Finally, as scholarly activity in these
fields continues to expand, we are
exploring the possibility of “sharing staff”

with other institutions which face the
same challenges of supporting an area
studies program which is growing, yet of
insufficient size to justify a full-time
employee.

Fondren Library appreciates the
contributions made by all Rice faculty to
developing a fine undergraduate and
research library. We would like to
acknowledge the extra commitment and
efforts of those scholars building new
academic programs at Rice University, as
they work with the library to develop a
lasting cultural and scholastic record. We
anticipate a continuing, fruitful
partnership.

Kerry Keck
Coord. of Collection Development
& Electronic Information Resources
keckker@rice.edu

Tracking the Elusive...cont.

Kathy Madole examines new acquisitions
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Library Contributes to Digital Information Storehouse

What do the National Digital Library,
the California Digital Library, and the
Fondren Library have in common? These
institutions are all working on scanning
text and photographs, describing, coding
and cataloging them, and making them
available on the World Wide Web. A
variety of items is being digitized,
including everything from books to
manuscript collections.

At Fondren Library the Woodson
Research Center has begun one project
and is considering several others.
Already underway is the scanning of the
papers of William Ward Watkin, the
architect who supervised the construction
of the first buildings on campus. Later
Watkin became a Rice faculty member
who both taught and continued to design
campus structures, while overseeing the
campus plan. The Woodson collection
includes textual materials in the form of
letters and reports, photographs, and
architectural drawings.

 After the finding aid for the
Willliam Ward Watkin Papers was
updated, it was marked up in HTML
(Hypertext Markup Language) and
mounted on Woodson’s Web page. (The
URL is: http://riceinfo.rice.edu/Fondren/
Woodson/mss/watkin/.) Fifty-one of the
architectural drawings were sent to a
vendor in Austin for scanning and then
linked to the appropriate folder in the
finding aid. Photographs have also been
sent out to be scanned, and textual
materials will follow. The decision to
send materials to a vendor was based on
the ability of the vendor to achieve a
better quality image then the library could
achieve in-house. Eventually the
Woodson Research Center hopes to
encode the Watkin Papers finding aid in a
Standard Generalized Markup Language
(SGML) document type named Encoded
Archival Description (EAD) as part of an
initiative to develop content in the Texas
Digital Library Alliance (http://
www.lib.utexas.edu/tdla/).

Future Woodson Research Center
projects include scanning almost sixty
Civil War era collections. For the most
part, these materials are beyond the
copyright limitations. Considerations of
copyright infringement must constantly be
taken into account, because putting
something on a Web page is considered to
be publication. Due to the fact that so
many of the Woodson’s manuscript
collections are twentieth century in origin,
scanning items will proceed slowly.

Other digital initiatives at Fondren
Library include the electronic reserves
project, also known as E-Reserves (http://
www.ruf.rice.edu/~circstaf/ereserves/
ereserves.html). The E-Reserves project
began with a pilot project in the spring
1998 semester. Faculty course-reserve
materials were made available in a
standard format, PDF (portable document
format). Reserve materials could be read
or printed from library terminals, campus
workstations, and remote locations when
users connected to LIBRIS and clicked on
the “Reserve Desk” icon in WebCat. All
reserve materials were listed by course
name and number and name of instructor.
One year later, the service is rapidly
gaining popularity.

Primarily, electronic reserves suit
courses which have time-sensitive
solution sets or large classes that need to
access the same information at relatively

the same time. For example, homework
answers are available online the day after
assignments are due. To comply with
copyright regulations, passwords are
assigned to the students in each class,
allowing them to view or print the text by
clicking on the call number.

Under consideration is a collaborative
effort with the University of Virginia
involving the Nyingma Tantra Research
Archives. Chuck Bearden of the library’s
Electronic Text Center and Anne Klein of
the Department of Religious Studies are
exploring the possible collaboration. The
project intends to facilitate the reproduc-
tion, analysis, translation, and interpreta-
tion of all known editions of the large
canon of Tibetan Buddhist religious texts
known as The Collected Tantras of the
Nyingma. More information can be found
at: http://jefferson.village.virginia.edu/
tibet/index.html.

One might ask why the library is
spending time and money on these digital
projects. A primary reason is to preserve
archival documents or rare books from
wear and tear. After an item is scanned,
researchers can use the surrogate rather
than the unique item. An item scanned for
the Web can be available across campus,
across the country, or across the ocean,
saving researchers time and travel, while
the availability of scanned items to more
than one user at a time helps to facilitate
research. Materials scanned for exhibit
allow the display of previously unknown
or never-used items to scholars, school
children, or whoever would find them
useful. In this new digital age, one of the
main reasons Fondren Library participates
in such projects is to learn new ways of
handling and disseminating information.

Gerianne Schaad
Archivist/Special Collections Librarian
schaad@rice.edu

Scanned architectural drawing from the
William Ward Watkin papers

http://library.rice.edu/collections/WRC/finding-aids/manuscripts/0508
http://library.rice.edu/collections/WRC/finding-aids/manuscripts/0508
http://jefferson.village.virginia.edu/ntrp/tibet/tb.ed/@Generic__BookView;hf=0?DwebQuery=collected+tantras+of+the+nyingma&DwebSearchAll=1
http://jefferson.village.virginia.edu/ntrp/tibet/tb.ed/@Generic__BookView;hf=0?DwebQuery=collected+tantras+of+the+nyingma&DwebSearchAll=1
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CD-ROM Network Boosts Library’s Capabilities

most users already have and know how to
use a Web browser, which is the basic
prerequisite for using online databases.
To connect to databases on the CD
network, users will have to install a
special client program and configure it to
work with their Web browser. It is this
client, in conjunction with one of the two
servers, that makes campuswide and
cross-platform access possible. Once the
special client program is installed, a user
will click on a link to a CD-ROM
database in the library’s Web pages. After
a few seconds, a window containing the
search screens for the chosen CD pops up
on the user’s screen. Time to start
searching!

Here’s a nontechnical look at what
goes on behind the scenes when a person
connects to the CD network. (Skip this
paragraph if you aren’t interested.) When
the user clicks on a CD link in our Web
pages, the browser downloads a small file
with information about the desired
database. The browser then starts up the
client program and gives it this file. The
client program now knows which
database the user wants, and it connects to
the first server, whose role is to act as an
intermediary between the user’s client
program and the second server, where the
CD-ROM databases actually reside. The
first server connects to the second server,
starts up a session with the database the
user chose, and performs the necessary

In the days before the Internet,
librarians and scholars had good reason to
regard the arrival of indexes and
databases on searchable CD-ROMs as an
important advance over their print
predecessors. The new versions offered
far more powerful search capabilities
(multiple search terms, boolean operators,
free-text searching) and sometimes
included abstracts and full-text articles,
which were themselves searchable. The
fact that one had to visit the library to use
them on special machines and learn a
different search interface for each one did
not seem much of a burden—after all,
print indexes could only be used in the
library as well, and each one of them also
had its own peculiar organization.

Now, many important indexes and
databases are available over the Internet
and can be used from anywhere on Rice’s
network: from the office, the classroom,
the college room, or from home via the
terminal servers. Their search capabilities
are frequently as powerful as those of
CD-ROM products. And, they can be
used on any computing platform for
which a reasonably modern Web browser
exists. CD-ROMs, most of which run only
on variants of the Windows operating
system, might seem like bibliographic
dinosaurs by comparison.

With its new CD-ROM network,
Fondren Library aims to put CD-ROM
databases back on a common footing with
Web-based products. Using a combina-
tion of two specialized servers and client
software for Macs, UNIX boxes, and
Windows machines, the CD network will
make CD-ROM indexes and databases
published over it available throughout the
campus network to users of all operating
systems. Because the CD-ROM network
transcends the normal limitations of
location and platform inherent in CD
products, it tends to efface the distinction
between online and CD-ROM databases.

Use of the CD-ROM network may
initially seem slightly less transparent
than that of the online databases. After all,

sleight-of-hand to permit search screens
from the CD running under Windows NT
to appear in the window of the client
program on whatever platform the user
has. When the user clicks with the mouse
or types a character in the search
interface, the click or character is sent by
the client program to the first server,
which in turn executes it on the user’s
behalf in the program running on the
second server. The results of the user
action from the program are sent to the
first server, which in turn displays them in
the client program on the user’s desktop.

Whether the end user is running
MacOS, Windows, or UNIX, the search
screens from the CD product within the
client program window will have a
Windows NT 3.51 look. This may be
somewhat unfamiliar at first to Mac and
UNIX users, who probably aren’t used to
the graphical user interface of older
versions of Windows. However, many
screen features and mouse actions are
shared among Windows, MacOS, and X-
Windows, so most users will find out in
fairly short order what works and what
doesn’t.

In addition to searching, one can
download search results to one’s own
hard drive (insofar as the search program
offers that capability). Printing is possible
for Windows and Mac users, but it can be
a bit confusing to set up. Your divisional
computing support team will be able to
provide assistance if you need help with
this.

Instructions for downloading,
installing, and configuring the client
program for your platform are available
from the Fondren Web site at:

http://riceinfo.rice.edu/Fondren/
Indexes/cdrom_net.html

This page also lists the CD-ROM
indexes that have been published by the
library. At the time of this writing, they
are:

• Arts & Humanities Citation Index
• Science Citation Index

(cont. on p.7)

Chuck Bearden with new server system
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Behind the Scenes: Information Technology

Windham, consultant specialist Marshall
Armintor is the contact person for
Acquisitions, Database Management,
Document Delivery, SCIPPR, and the
Electronic Text Center. In addition, he
takes care of the some of the public CD-
ROM workstations and titles, such as
Dissertation Abstracts. He is responsible
for researching Y2K issues for Fondren to
ensure a smooth transition to Year 2000,
taking care of IT inventory, and listing
obsolete hardware for sale.

When you browse LIBRIS, Fondren
Library’s online catalog, either through
the text interface or through Webcat,
you’re accessing the most important
element of Fondren IT services–the
database that contains all the information
about Fondren’s myriad collection of
books, journals, videos, papers, maps,
artworks, microfilm, CD-ROMs, music
scores, government publications, and
special items in the Woodson Research
Center archive. While providing

At first glance, you would probably
miss seeing Information Technology (IT)
at work on a visit to Fondren Library.
That is because most of their work is done
behind closed doors in the basement.
However, when you see technology-based
information systems in the library, in
virtually every department, you are seeing
IT services’ front line of responsibility.
Fondren’s IT group provides initial
planning, installation, and maintenance of
computer-based systems, whether they are
for public use in the periodical room,
reference areas, and stacks, or for use in
the library’s administrative offices.

Information Technology is organized
into two sections, one led by John Ferro
and one by Ellen Marcus Feinberg. John’s
group provides hardware, software, and
system maintenance on the Windows NT
network of servers and workstations.
Ellen’s group provides support for the
library’s UNIX-based systems, including
SIRSI’s integrated library system.
Working together as a team, they provide
for the technological needs of the library.

The primary responsibilities of
Information Technology specialist John
Ferro are to review and assign any
problem calls the department might have
and to plan the growth of the network,
ensuring that patrons and library staff
have the widest array of resources at their
fingertips. His goal is to provide
Fondren’s users with quick response time
and prompt resolution of their computer
issues. In periods when the network is
running smoothly, the department is able
to devote more time to projects.

 A recent IT project was the CD-
ROM server, implemented during the
relatively quiet month of September. This
server replaced the old Novell tower
system, which shared CD-ROM databases
such as Science Citation Index over the
local library network. More importantly,
this project put technology in place that
will allow the library to make these
shared databases available over the Web
to any Rice user who wants to browse
them.

 As one of two consultant specialists
for Fondren’s IT services, Chris Windham
provides support services for the library’s
administrative and public Windows NT
networks. The consultant specialists’
tasks include updating the databases on
all the NT servers, creating or modifying
user accounts, ordering and testing new
equipment and software, solving
hardware and software issues, and
maintaining the network itself (e.g.,
patching cables from ports to network
hubs, planning for new network nodes,
etc.). Chris also acts as contact person for
Reference, the Brown Fine Arts Library,
the Woodson Research Center, NASA’s
Johnson Space Center Archive,
Government Publications, and the
Geographic Information Systems lab.
Over the fall semester, Chris’s main
occupation was setting up the GIS lab in
the Government Publications area.

Besides managing the two Fondren
NT domains together with Chris

Fondren Library Information Technology staff members: Chris Windham, John Ferro,
Ellen Marcus Feinberg, Rob George, and Marshall Armintor

(cont. on p.7)
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Kerry Keck

Doralyn Edwards

Collection Development Specialists

materials budget, working with collection
specialists to allocate funds in a way that
equitably supports academic needs in
different areas. She also assists the
university in determining the amount of
Fondren’s materials budget each year. In
addition, Kerry is responsible for
collection development in political
science.

Before coming to Rice, Kerry earned
a B.A. in English from the University of
Colorado in Colorado Springs and an
M.S. in Library and Information Science
from the University of Illinois. She joined
Fondren’s staff in 1985 as a librarian in
the Government Publications and Special
Resources Department and worked in that
capacity for seven years.  While working
at Fondren, Kerry attended the University
of Houston’s College of Business
Administration and received her M.B.A.
in 1991. She moved to her present
position in 1992.

Kerry foresees several challenges and
opportunities for Fondren’s collection.
She is pleased with the work being done
by the Collection Management Project
Team in improving access to the physical
collection and notes that the library is
dedicated to making sure access continues

to the varied disciplines in the Rice
community, with an emphasis on Houston
and Harris County data. One exciting new
acquisition in the GDC is COHGIS, a data
package purchased from the City of
Houston Planning Department that
contains many layers of information
pertaining to the Houston area, such as
administrative, facilities, census, planning,
and street information.

Internet searching is another area of
interest for Doralyn. She has worked in
Rice’s Center for Technology in Teaching
and Learning (CTTL) and, this spring,
will be co-presenting two papers about
how students are searching the Internet.
Doralyn is a member of the Social
Sciences Computing Support Team and of
Fondren’s Digital Resources Steering
Committee.

Doralyn is very active in the library
community on the national level. She is a
member of the Government Information
Technology Committee of the American
Library Association’s Government
Documents Round Table and of the
editorial committee for the CLIP Notes
publications of the College Libraries
Section of the Association of College and
Research Libraries. Recently, Doralyn
was profiled in American Libraries as one
of twenty librarians in their twenties who
have shown leadership and energy in the
library field.

A major sports fan, Doralyn likes
baseball best, but she also enjoys both
professional and college basketball. She
volunteers at the Fund for Animals, a low-
cost spay and neuter clinic. When time
allows, she enjoys listening to music and
attending events at Houston’s Miller
Outdoor Theater. Last, but not least,
Doralyn is the proud owner of a truly
amazing Goofy collection!

Kerry Keck
Fondren Library’s Coordinator of

Collection Development and Electronic
Information Resources, Kerry Keck, ably
manages the Library’s $6.5 million

Doralyn Edwards
Doralyn Edwards is a Texas native

born in Irving, Texas, and raised in
Greensboro, North Carolina. She earned a
B.A. in English and Political Science in
1992 and an M.S. in Library Science in
1994 from the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill. With several
Rice alumni in her family, including her
father, aunt, and grandparents, Doralyn
had a connection to the university even
before taking a job here. In addition, she
shares a family commitment to the library
profession with her father and aunt, both
of whom had previously worked at
Fondren Library.

Doralyn serves as the librarian of
Fondren Library’s newly opened GIS/
Data Center (GDC), which has been well
received by the Rice community.
(Geographic Information Systems,
abbreviated GIS, are used for handling
maps, usually on computers, with
thematic layers of information, each
holding data about a particular kind of
feature.) For the GIS/Data Center,
Doralyn is collecting both monographs
and computer files of general interest in
the GIS area and those of particular value
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as we move forward with library
construction plans. The changing nature
of formats presents an interesting new
mix of materials and new opportunities
for the library in its continuing effort to
provide maximum access to materials
with finite resources. Kerry believes that
the collection specialists will need to be
creative to reflect the broadening range of
interests here at Rice and the trend toward
area studies and interdisciplinary
research.

One of the four people in the room
when Riceinfo was born and currently a
member of the Riceinfo Advisory Board,
Kerry has been involved in overseeing the
Rice University Web site since its
inception in 1992. She also plays a
leadership role in providing access to
electronic resources via the Fondren Web
site. She serves on both the Digital
Resources Steering Committee and the
Fondren Web Team and is responsible for
obtaining and maintaining the library’s
growing collection of electronic journals,
online indexes and databases, and indexes
and databases on CD-ROM. In January
1999 alone, Kerry brought over two
hundred new journals online through the
Fondren Web site.

Fondranet, the library’s in-house
version of Riceinfo, is another of Kerry’s
Web projects. Fondranet was started as an
inexpensive information resource for
Fondren staff to get to know one another

better and to access administrative
information like travel forms. Kerry and
colleague Steve Gilbert maintain
Fondren’s Bibliographer’s Manual on
Fondranet. This is a working document to
assist collection specialists at Fondren.
Although intended as a Fondren intranet,
Fondranet is accessible via the Web at:
http://is.rice.edu/Fondren/.

As chair of the Association for
Library Collections and Technical
Services Publications Committee and
past-chair of the American Library
Association Collection Development
Section Publications Committee, Kerry
also contributes time and effort to the
greater library community. She serves on
the Readex Academic Advisory Board
and the Encyclopedia Britannica Online
Advisory Board and is Secretary of the
Rice Phi Beta Kappa organization.

Kerry shares her nonlibrary time
with a white cat named after Jane
Austen’s Emma. While Kerry harbors a
secret addiction to mystery novels, she
also enjoys reading Shakespeare and
nineteenth-century American authors.
Memories of childhood trips to
Yellowstone National Park and a need for
a “trip to topography” have Kerry
looking forward to a spring visit to the
mountains of Wyoming.

Esther Crawford
Government Information Librarian
crawford@rice.edu

• Social Sciences Citation Index
• Philosopher’s Index
• GeoRef
• Ethnic Newswatch
• British Library Catalog
• Biological Abstracts

Links to these CDs will also be placed
among the listings of online databases,
together with a link to the page of
instructions and client programs.

information to Fondren’s patrons about our
collection, the catalog’s system software,
SIRSI Unicorn, also serves as the primary
computer application used by many
departments (such as Acquisitions,
Cataloging, and Database Management) to
conduct their work. And, of course, it
provides the interface the Circulation staff
uses to check out books and give library
users other information about their accounts.

Systems Librarian Ellen Marcus
Feinberg, along with Rob George, has
primary responsibility for supporting the
library’s integrated library system through
upgrades, implementing backups, and
customizing the system to suit specific
departmental needs. She also supports
UNIX-based systems in the library and
helps to introduce new technologies into
library work flows.

Besides helping to maintain the SIRSI
system, Rob George also does quite a bit of
desktop machine support (both NT and
Macintosh) as the Fondren IT liaison for
Circulation and the Reserve Desk, the
library’s administrative offices, and the
Friends of Fondren Library. Before moving
to IT, he provided desktop publishing
services for library publications such as The
Flyleaf, News From Fondren, and brochures
for the public service areas, and he
continues to be involved in these activities.
However, now more of his time is spent in
assisting staff from various departments in
the development of their own desktop
publishing skills. Rob works with staff to
develop more efficient work systems, using
a variety of software packages, such as
FileMaker Pro, Microsoft Word and Excel,
and a growing number of useful interfaces,
such as shared software servers and Internet
browsers. Rob also works with the Digital
Resources Steering Committee on projects
such as the Electronic Reserves Project.

Marshall Armintor
Consultant Specialist
mojo@rice.edu

If you have questions about using the
networked CDs, or if you wish to set up
training sessions in their use for your
department, please contact Chuck
Bearden at extension 3634 or
cbearden@rice.edu.

Chuck Bearden
Electronic Resources Librarian
cbearden@rice.edu

CD-ROM...cont. from p.4

Behind the Scenes...cont. from p.5

http://sparta.rice.edu/Fondren/
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Fondren Library’s collection of online
electronic journals increased significantly
in early 1999 with the addition of journals
from the American Chemical Society,
IEEE Computer Society, Optical Society
of America, and various titles from
commercial and university presses.

Faculty, students, and staff may
review what materials they have checked
out, using the “User Services” menu in
LIBRIS.  The materials may then be
renewed online, without bringing the
books back into the library building. If
you have not received your PIN number,
please contact the library’s Circulation
Department (713-527-4021).

Fondren Library’s Owlnet classroom is available for computer-based instruction sessions. The new classroom is equipped with
eleven student stations (Pentiums), an instructor station, a VCR, and two plasma screens (large, thin TV monitors) which are fed by
either computer or VCR. To reserve a time, contact Diane Butler (dianeb@rice.edu). Contact the library’s Reference Desk
(713-285-5113) for additional information.

Two new CD-ROM databases have been added to the Web site for Fondren Library’s Government Publications and Microforms
Department. One database features information about the department’s 400+ government CD-ROM publications; it can be searched
by title, document number, or agency name.  It is accessible on the Web at http://128.42.73.201/CDLISTU/ or through the
department Web site at http://riceinfo.rice.edu/Fondren/Gov_docs/.

The GIS/Data Center has created an online database of its CD-ROMs and other data resources.  This Web site, available at http:/
/128.42.73.201/GIS/ or through the center’s Web site at http://riceinfo.rice.edu/Fondren/GDC/, allows for searching by areas such as
title, author, data topic, and region.  The center is constantly acquiring new materials and updating its database, so be sure to check
this site often! For more information, contact the GIS/Data Center at gisdata@rice.edu or call 713-737-5691.

Did You Know...

http://library.rice.edu/collections/government-information
http://library.rice.edu/Members/gisdata/copy_of_dzfxh

